
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Information about various professions & courses available to 
students after 10 and 10+2 

What to do after 10th? 

Many times it has been asked by the students that what chose after 10th class. 

This is good question and need to give a deep consideration over it. This is the 

state where students have to choose their line, their stream or we can say this 

state change their future. 

 The first thing I would like to say children, check yourself what can do? 

Check your strength and performance? If you have confidence for some kind of 

typical courses then only go for that. 

 

Some points to consider after 10th:-  

1. What is your aim? 

2. What do you want to be in your life? 

3. Which subject you like most? 

4. Which subject you feel difficult? 

5. What are the family conditions of your parents, financially? 

6. Job opportunities in that course? 

So these are some points which one should consider that before choosing a 

subject. Frist decide what you want to do? And then decide the subject 

accordingly, whether you want to be a doctor, want to go in medical line, 

accounts, engineering, teaching and many more. So first check your interest 

then check your financial status, ask your parents for that whether they are 

able to afford that or not? Which is the subject you thing most favourable and 

you always score good marks in that. What are the job opportunities in that 

course? These are some points which one should take into consideration 

before choosing a subject. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Career in Arts / Humanities Stream-Job Opportunities After 

Arts 

Arts and Humanities: This subject is always known of low grade stream but if 

we look closely on some great points like IAS and IPS officers our thinking can 

change. Most of the officers come out form Arts stream. By choosing this 

stream you can have several career options like travel and tourism, journalism, 

business management and advertising. 

 Humanities are the best   and first choice of all students who wish to give 

civil service exams. But this stream doesn’t offer as wide range of career 

options that other streams offer like commerce and science stream. Students 

can take admission in these courses easily as these don’t demands high marks 

in 10+2 level. 

 It has been also seen that the students who chose arts for their career 

after 10th class. Don’t think about it, there are many lake of proper guidance, 

there may be fewer marks which not enable students to choose his subject and 

there may be some financial problem. The student from arts or humanities 

degree from the university. So most of them look forward for government jobs, 

by giving competitive exam. Some get temporary jobs on the basis of basic 

computer education plush a graduate degree. Very few of them go for higher 

studies, those who have some plans in their mind. So it is always advisable to 

think, make your mind set, for a stream after 10th class. It is the first stage of 

your career. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Career Option in commerce Stream Jobs after Commerce 

Stream 

Most of the student always looks towards commerce Stream. Some Student, 

who gets little good marks, moves towards this stream without talking any 

decisions. Some students choose this stream with proper guidance and with 

proper knowledge. Now let’s look what this stream can offer you, what are the 

career possibilities in this stream and why to choose commerce after 10th? 

 Commerce stream have wide range of career option for the students. 

Students can choose the following in commerce stream…….. 

 Charted Accountancy 

 Company Secretary 

 ICVVA 

 Business Management  

 Cost Accountancy 

 And Computer 

Graduation degree is must means you have to be B.Com graduate for applying. 

If you have done course form well known institute, it can offer you advantages. 

Therefore everyone should have the good knowledge of computer course. 

 IF you are willing to do MCA from INGOU, you can also go for that after 

B.Com. You just have to pass CIC course, which is 6 moth courses. It will make 

you eligible doing MCA from IGNOU. After B.com you can also do MBA in 

Finance. MBA in finance will make you eligible for various types of good and 

high post jobs in various companies. You can apply in Banks. So it is good and 

many kinds of jobs are waiting in this stream. But whatever stream you choose, 

just concentrate on your study and try to get high marks with sound 

knowledge of that subject. 

 Always choose your subjects and stream after proper guidance, after 

knowing your interest, jobs opportunities in that course stream, and other 

points like financial conditions, job requirement just after the education etc. 

 



 

 

 

Career in Science in Science Stream Jobs and other career 

options in Science stream 

The subject of Science of Subject is always considered superior than other 

subjects like Arts and Commerce. All the teacher, students and parents also 

reply on this fact. Students those who opts science also considered better that 

other students of Commerce and Arts and this is also the general feeling of the 

society. 

 If students want to make his or her career in engineering courses like 

electronics engineering, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, metallurgy 

and computer engineering courses, then a combination of Physics, 

mathematics and chemistry is needed. If you choose science stream at 10+2 

level, then the career options for many other courses will be open for you in 

the field of medicine, engineering or agriculture. 

 Students can choose degree courses in some specific professional areas 

rather than go for conventional combination degree level courses.  These 

degree level courses include physiotherapy, tourism management, nursing 

computer, hotel management, occupational therapy, business administration. 

 Students can also choose other courses like fashion technology, pack 

aging aircraft, industrial design, engineering for aircraft maintenance, and 

other professional computer courses available for 10+2. So the decision of 

science stream or any other professional courses should be taken only after 

proper consideration and after having proper knowledge of fee structure 

whether you or your parent would be able to furnish the required fee and 

other expensive for that course. As time very precious and these two years 

after 10th class decide your future  

    

 

 

 

 



 

 

ITI after 10th and 12th class 

       Are you planning for ITI courses are conducted by private by private as well 

as government institutions.  ITI courses can be more categorized in as non-

engineering as well as engineering courses. These two none and Eng. Courses 

are organized by the SCVT and NCVT, sate counsel and national council of 

vocation training. So if you are planning for these vocational courses after your 

examination, here is the list of six month sort terms vocational courses as well 

as log terms courses offered by ITI. For more and latest courses you can 

contact to your nearest ITI institute. 

6 month ITI courses: 

 Data Preparation assistant 

 Sort terms Computer courses  

For 1 Year ITI courses: 

 Moulder, Hand Compositor, Diesel Mechanic, Carpenter, Plumber, 

Winder, Mason, Sheet Metal works, Forger and Heat Treated, Book binding, 

Stenography, Gas Welding, Scooter Mechanic, Cutting and Tailoring, 

Beautician, Computer Courses in DOS, WS, Louts-123 & D-Base, Letter Press  

machine operator, For more list contact your nearest branch. 

 

2 Year ITI COURSES: 

Plastic processing, Operator, Electrician, Turner, Draughtsman, Civil, Radio & 

T.V. Mechanism, Mechanical, Motor- Vehicle Mechanic, Electronics Mechanic,  

Fibre Reinforced plastic courses, Fitter, Refrigerator, Air condition  Mechanic, 

For more and latest list of available courses contact to your nearest ITI 

Institute.   
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